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Good wishes

My dear students
The department of English
has been at the forefront of
a number of initiatives and
the annual newsletter The
Graffiti
showcases
the
creativity of our specialEnglish
students.
The
Graffiti, thus, among others,
seeks to provide a platform
to the hidden talent, skills
and abilities of the students
that would help them in
becoming better learners
and thus prepare them for
future vocations.

I congratulate all those who
have
contributed
and
specially those who have
created
their
own
compositions. I also thank
Sonal Pandav and Jalpa
Mehta for taking up the
challenge of editing the
newsletter within such a
short time. Keep up the good
work.
Principal

-DR. Anupam Nagar

It gives me immense pleasure to
see that the department of
English has been providing voice
to the imagination and creativity
of our cherished students
through Graffiti for the last three
years. Keep it up!
President
- Dr.Virambhai Godhaniya

True education should make us
assertive and enable us to take
initiatives. To achieve it Graffiti
has been providing an excellent
platform to our students.

Trustee
- Arjunbhai Modhwadiya

Dear Students:
It is good to learn new technology in life, but remember you need to learn
basics which you can excel through the use of new devices. You need to
learn a good language, develop your thoughts on different subjects and
get knowledge of the subject which is your field. Never fear criticism and
speak, write as clearly as possible. Clearly seeing is a way to clear
expression. Have a great time!
Head of the department

- Dr. Sulbha Devpurkar

Francis Bacon has said, “Reading maketh a full man; conference a ready
man; and writing an exact man.” In modern competitive times exceptional
communicative skills in English ensure success in any given vocational field.
Through Graffiti our treasured students strive to achieve the same. I wish
all the very best to the contributors and editors.

-Prof. Rushi Pandya
“Well done is better than well said.”
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“When your work speaks for itself, don’t interrupt.”

Faculty’s corner
MILES TO GO BEFORE I
SLEEP
Wanna be a child again
Before I go to sleep
Wanna be a great poet
Before I go to sleep
Wanna go back to school
and college
Before I go back to sleep
Wanna meet my old
friends again
Before I go back to sleep
Wanna be my father’s son
Before I go back to sleep
Wanna laugh out loud
Before I go back to sleep
Wanna fly like a bird
Before I go back to sleep
And before doing all these
things
There’s MILES TO GO
BEFORE I SLEEP
- by

Monika Gadhvana

SIGHTLESS BEAUTY
Judge not with sight
But with insight
Attract not with intelligence
But with innocence
Live not with ambiguity
But with purity
Giggling not with artificiality
But with originality
Learn not with tension
But with Intension

India the five letter word is
a power, time comes and
goes but the soil of India is
still the same. Shining
youth of India comes with
the new wave of art in the
era with defining roles of
achievements and goals
which
gives
new
dimension to the portrait
of life.
Keep it up youth.

Care not with selfishness
But with selflessness

Graffiti stands for a
different meaning as
Grand reactive articulation
of fantastic fine inventive
talented inbuilt writing. It
helps students to have
more exposure and have
best platform to express
themselves as well as their
writing. It also gives an
equal opportunity to all to
create their own writing in
the field of literature

-Jalpa Mehta

-Pratixa Thakar

Have not sightful reality
But insightful beauty.
-By
Pandav Sonal
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“To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.”

Student’s corner

Warrior- My Dream, My
Life
Years come by, years pass
by
We hear some voices
which makes us fly

Workshop in PG

Teacher’s Day celebration

Guest Lecture in M.A

Online Skype lecture from the U.K.

We feel our heart, to beat
for some flowers
We need their fragrance,
to keep us alive.
Our hands go tied, and we
keep on our ride.
We surf the life and face
every tide.
Why should we care? No
one is to dare.
We stay together and we
allow play fair.
Friends what they call, but
it seems so small.
Feeling never stop, they
keep going tall.
Souls are bound and
blessings are so sound.
We rouse from the death
and win every round.
We live our life side by side
this is my warrior my
dreams my life

Drama on Samson Agonistes by T.Y students

-Badva Taruna
T.Y. B.A ENG

“Knowledge itself is power.”

